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Abstract 
The article attempts to identify frame model of causality in language consciousness of an individual on the example of the 
German language. Cognitive approach to the study of causality category in German will highlight its mental nature in language 
consciousness. Process of the propositionally develops the causal and consequent chain of the occurred events and explains the 
cognitive mechanisms of generation of a frame causal situation. The causal relations are created in language consciousness of 
native speakers in the form of frames irrespective of language structure. Ways of formation of the superficial syntactic frame, 
superficial semantic frame and thematic frame of causal statements are considered. The superficial syntactic frame and 
superficial semantic frame are basic components of thematic frame’s slot. 
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1. Introduction 
Intellectual process reflects the world variety in rich, various and in its full ways, therefore it doesn't keep within 
a strict framework of logical judgment. Intellectual activity and speech are characterized by cause and result 
categories, as they reflect objective relations existing in the nature and society. Generally and objectively existing 
cause-effect relations are reflected in human thinking in the form of logical category of the causality, combining 
cause and effect in a uniform of a correlative binomial and are represented in language by means of linguistic 
causality. Causal relations are the objective and substantial relations reflected in people consciousness by means of 
cognitive activity. The material expression of these relations is found in language. Linguistic causality is a result of 
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categorisation and world conceptualisation in the consequence of cognitive activity of a human brain [1, 2, 3]. 
Studying of causality category in the German language is caused by the general regularities of objective reality. 
Relevance of the paper is defined by the general tendency in linguistics to study the functioning language and 
consists in need of the causality description in the framework and prospects of cognitive approach.  
Purpose of this work is to reveal frame model of causality connection in language consciousness of the person. 
This work is aimed at identifying the structure of internal causality frame. To achieve this purpose, we need to solve 
the following problems: to reveal frame models of the superficial syntactic frame, superficial semantic frame and 
thematic frame of an internal causality and to define the means of their verbalisation in the German languages. 
Hypothesis: cognitive approach to the study of category of causality will highlight the mental nature of causality 
category in language consciousness. 
2. Frame of causal relations  
Many studies in the field of cognitive linguistics noted the possibility of describing the events related causal 
relationship involving the semantics of frame [4, 5, 6]. Framing semantics is considered as a method of study of 
linguistic meanings and structures of knowledge, mental space and semantic space language. It allows to simulate 
the structure and principles reflecting a certain part of the human experience, knowledge of the values of linguistic 
units in many studies of cognitive linguistics [5, p. 23; 6; 7].  
Frame in linguistics is understood as the cognitive structures uniting an experience, linguistic and non-linguistic 
knowledge of this or that denotational stereotypic situation that are stored in long-term memory. The universal 
frame structure of knowledge allows us to foresee the succession of events. Frames contain the main information 
representing and describing characteristics that are typical of this society [6; 7; 8, 9]. 
Due to van Deyk frames are units organized "round" a concept. These units contain "the main, typical, potentially 
possible information which is associated with this or that concept". Frames give an idea, definition and the 
description "characteristic" and "typical" of this society [8, p. 12-40]. The definition of frame was given by Minsky 
as the cognitive formation of a certain structure uniting linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge in the sphere of 
denotative stereotypic situation. A certain frame structure helps us to foresee the outcome, to have an idea of a 
course of events [9]. Minsky's frame approach as a structure for representation of a stereotypic situation is of 
substantial importance at our research, because the mechanism of formation of stereotypes joins many cognitive 
processes. The most interesting moment in our opinion is the frame definition as the universal structure of 
knowledge, which motivates and gives the structure of the nominative units in micro - and macrofields, classes and 
the categories, given by Fillmore [7, p. 194]. As our tasks include consideration of category of causality in different 
languages, we rely on this opinion and we represent the universal category of a causality in cognitive aspect as a 
frame model.   
A standard consecutive causal chain of events and actions in the temporal and spatial movement and 
development is understood as a script [6, p.18; 8; 11, p. 119; 12, p. 14; 5, p. 37]. In these work the complementarity 
of analysed thesis of Minsky was underlined [9, p. 64]. The researcher gives also the special meaning of the word 
“scenario” as structures for understanding of sense of a narration, which has four levels of existence: 
1. “superficial syntactic frames. They are mainly structures with verbs and nouns” [9, p. 62]; 
2. “superficial semantic frames. They are groups of words united around actions” [9, p. 62]; 
3. “thematic frames. They are "scenarios for different kinds of activity, conditions, someone’s images, for the 
most important problems usually connected with this subject” [9, p. 62]; 
4. “narrative frames. They are schematic forms for common narrations, explanations and arguments” [9, p. 63]. 
In this article it is possible to consider the formation of a thematic frame, and the inclusion of surface syntactic 
and semantic frames.  
3. Methodology 
We will consider generation of the superficial syntactic and superficial semantic frames and thematic frame of 
causal relations. Herewith we confirm that there is a special component of the speech mechanism defining a ratio of 
a syntactic sentence structure with a subject of the statement, turning a proposition into the full statement. This 
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mechanism promotes a proposition to find the formal organization of cause and effect sequence. In this work we are 
interested in process of relation of a proposition with causal modifiers and we will study three types of a frame: 
superficial syntactic frame, superficial semantic frame and thematic frame. 
In this article we assume to reveal interrelation of language and cognitive form of coding of causal information. 
Modern researchers consider cognitive and language forms of information code as different, but “integrally 
interconnected” among themselves “propositional forms of representation of knowledge”. The thought that 
propositions are “the complete cogitative subjective and predicate structures reflecting some situations and 
configurations of their elements” is of a great significance for our research [6, p. 183]. The intercorrelation of 
propositions and stereotypic situations (frames) is vivid “in universality of propositional structure as element of all 
mental processes” [10, p. 194]. In our opinion, Alefirenko’s definition seems more correct:  memory of the person is 
“a network of mutually crossed propositional trees”, each knot contains a concept with its verbalizing language 
signs [6, p.183].  The given scientific interpretations of a proposition make research of the category of a causality, 
causal situations in mental and language reflections of the person possible. We consider to the developed cognitive 
thesis as an initial theoretical foundation in our work that recognizes the mental relation with the stereotypic 
denotative situation as the main sign of frame. The specific single situation, as we know, is a denotate of statements.  
An initial theoretical premise of our work is a position that microsituations cause and effect are in the linguistic 
consciousness slots, certain “pictures”, interconnected causal relations are accepted. The minimum set of slots 
structures frame model of causation on a particular scenario. In the absence of one of the components of the 
situation scenario causation will not be “played” (13). The slot of cause will be named Antezedent (Ant.), the slot of 
the effect – Conseguent (Cons.). 
4. Results. Frame model of the internal subjective causality   
As an illustration of the superficial syntactic formation, semantic and thematic frames we give the following 
example of generation of the causal statement: 
(1) Die DDR, Rostock, Stralsund, das war Mitte der siebziger Jahre von Hamburg aus weit weg, viel weiter als 
England oder Dänemark. Nahezu heimlich sei sie damals gereist, aus Angst vor dem Berufsverbot, denn 
Lehrerin habe sie unbedingt werden wollen. (GDR, Rostock, Shtralsund, it was in the mid-seventies away 
from Hamburg, much farther than Britain or Denmark. She travelled almost secretly, because of fear that 
it will ban choose a profession because she wanted to be sure to be a teacher). [Schoof, Renate: In ganz 
naher Ferne. - Oberhausen, 2003, S. 23]. 
The superficial syntactic frame travel for because of fear is the subject and its specific activity. The following 
slots can structure this frame, transferring a situation of an action internal causality:  
1) Subject carrier of emotion;  
2) The reason, i.e. conscious/unconscious motive as a proposition of a human property or emotional condition; 
     3) A consequence, i.e. a proposition of conscious action, an act or behaviour.  
The slot of the subject can be transferred by a pronoun, a proper and common name. The slot of a consequence is the 
subject’s action in language that is transferred by a verb of action value. The slot of the reason formed by the causal 
modifier and an abstract noun can be developed in a condition or property proposition. Causal modifiers of the 
reason slot are: in German vor + Nomen, aus + Nomen (because, of, from).  
The superficial syntactic illustrates a causal situation of an emotional condition of the subject and his activity: 
prepositional and case construction aus Angst (because of fear) is the equivalent of a (sie hat Angst) proposition (she 
fears), which is a reason of the previous internal implicit situations, motivate the activity (travelled). 
 The scenario development of a frame shows a chain of cause relationships and propositions effect:  
  Ant. [(sie hat Angst (P1) (she fears)] → caus → Cons. [sie reist (P2) (she travells)].  
 The internal subjective causality of an act happens between the first and second propositions, between the 
emotional and mental state of the subject and his actions, deeds (and the modified action form of the subject). The 
frame is reflected in linguistic consciousness as conscious, controlled reason aus Angst (because of fear). The frame 
reflects a typical situation of motive as internal subjective causality.  
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The structural maintenance of this superficial syntactic frame can be represented as: Cons. [Subject + 
action]←caus←Ant. [condition (reason motive)].  
This is an elementary syntactic frame and does not reflect the full picture of what is happening and events 
included in the method of incorporating semantic frame, reflecting the situation in full reasons: She traveled almost 
secretly, because of her fear that it will forbid to choose a profession. Slot causes a complex shape and consists of 
two compartments: the fear and ban the teaching profession: aus Angst vor dem Berufsverbot. The second cell of 
causal slot vor dem Berufsverbot plays concretizing function in the frame structure, the function of explaining why 
the subject have to travel secretly. Semantic frame also includes a sophisticated form of investigation: Nahezu 
heimlich sei sie damals gereist. The complexity of the slot is formed by assessment modus, assessment relationship 
to the act nahezu heimlich (almost secretly), as well as an indication of the time localization events: damals (at the 
time). These optional features define mobility and flexibility of the frame structure of «ability» to present in more 
details the reflected situation, go from already formed knowledge structures (surface syntactic frame) to a more 
complex structure (surface-semantic frame).  
Formal form of expression of the frame is as follows: Ant. [(P1) sie hat Angst (she fears) + ( P2 ) Berufsverbot 
(ban professions)]   caus   Cons. [(P2) sie reist (she travels) + Modus (almost secretly) + Tempus (at the time). 
Syntactic and semantic frames are composed by inclusion in the framework of the thematic frame of causality 
discourse: Nahezu heimlich sei sie damals gereist, aus Angst vor dem Berufsverbot, denn Lehrerin habe sie 
unbedingt werden wollen. According to the principle of “Matryoshka” one frame enters another: superficial 
syntactic frame is a mandatory component of the surface part of the semantic frame, which in turn is investigating 
slot thematic frame motives. Causal slot reflects the situation motivation: the desire to become a teacher motivates 
necessarily subject to commit such an act and verbalized using the modal verb wollen (want). Causation verbalized 
using causal union denn. 
Ant. [(P1) sie hat Angst (she fears) + (P2 ) Berufsverbot (ban professions)]   caus   Cons. [sie reist (P3) + 
Modus (almost secretly) + Tempora (while)   Ant. [(P4) (will Lehrerin werden (wants to be a teacher )] . 
As a result of the analysis, we dare to say that the basis of the internal frame model of causation is cognitive-
propositional structure, which finds its expression in the semantics of verbal expression. Thematic frame of internal 
causation acts as macro-frame and determines semantic type of frame model. 
4. Discussion and conclusion  
The analysis revealed the structure of the inner frame model at three levels of causation scenario. The slots of 
subject, cause and effect form superficial syntactic frame. Superficial semantic frame is formed on the basis of 
superficial syntactic frame, including additional information, reflected by scripts of modus, temporal and spatial 
localization. The structure of the thematic frame includes superficial semantic frame as its basic component parts. 
The analysis of practical material proves our hypothesis of cognitive character of causal frame situations in the 
language. The causal relations are created in language consciousness of native speakers in the form of frames 
irrespective of language structure.  In this work we find also the confirmation to our hypothesis of propositional 
nature of category of the causality in cognitive aspects. Relationship of cause and effect is stored in language 
consciousness of native speakers in the form of frames – the cogitative units combine stereotypic concepts, 
representations, and knowledge of a causal situation in the objective world.  
Thus, summarizing the aforesaid, we dare to claim that the causality represents the certain mental frame model. 
The basis of cognitive-propositional frame structure of internal causation includes semantics of verbal predicate. 
Cognitive approach in comparison with the category of causality in German highlighted the cognitive nature of 
causality category. 
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